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DISCLOSURES

I have no relevant financial relationships with 
any commercial interests to disclose

DISCLOSURES

I am the granddaughter of 
refugees

OBJECTIVES

1. Identify environmental and other factors forcing 
refugees to flee their homelands.

2. Analyze migration factors affecting the health of 
children, women, men and families.

3. Describe actions NPs can take support refugee families. 

MORE DISPLACED PEOPLE + 4M FROM UKRAINE DEFINITIONS

• Refugee: “people who cannot return to their 
country of origin because of a well-founded fear 
of persecution, conflict, violence, or other 
circumstances that have seriously disturbed 
public order, and who, as a result, require 
international protection.” (UNHCR 1951 and 
1967 Protocols)

• Internally displaced people (IDPs) have not 
crossed a border to find safety. Unlike refugees, 
they are homeless in their home country.

Source:  Studio Arts Quilt 
Associates, 2019 Forced to Flee 
exhibit

Source: UNHCR
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MORE DEFINITIONS 
Immigrant: living in a country that is not country of origin

Asylum seeker: has requested sanctuary from persecution 
in their home country and the request for sanctuary not yet 
been processed.

Migrant: generic term, moves by choice or forced to flee

Undocumented: without legal documents to be in the 
country, e.g. visa or green card (USA) 

Illegal alien:  outlawed Martian
Source:  Studio Arts Quilt 
Associates, 2019 Forced to Flee 
exhibit

Source: UNHCR

UNITED NATIONS: 
1951 REFUGEE CONVENTION AND 1967 PROTOCOL

Outlines  rights of refugees and legal obligations of 
States to protect them.

• The international law core principle is non-refoulement 
• a refugee should not be returned to a country where they 

face serious threats to their life or freedom. 

• US refugee and asylum seeker resettlement process
• YEARS long and arduous

UNHCR - The 1951 Refugee Convention

UNHCR, 2019, Global Trends, https://www.unhcr.org/5d08d7ee7.pdf
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MORE REFUGEES NOW THAN EVER

• Syria, Afghanistan, Yemen- political upheaval, war

• South Sudan-famine

• Myanmar and Bangladesh Rohingya-genocide

• Half the world’s refugees are in  7 nations
Turkey, Pakistan, Lebanon, Iran, Ethiopia, Jordan, and Kenya

• Latin America-violence, crop failures, economic collapse
• NTCA, Venezuela

• Afghanistan

• Haiti

• 4 million from Ukraine-women and children

Source: UNHCR and http://metrocosm.com/asylum-seekers/

Forced to Flee exhibit
Studio Arts Quilt Assoc, 2019Poland and other East Europe

WHY FORCED TO FLEE?  TO SURVIVE

Extreme dangers 
• Relentless war, bombings
• Political upheaval, gangs 

• Violence
• Threats and recruitment
• Extortion

• Economic collapse
• Crop failure, starvation

• Climate change

• No future
• Women’s survival

Studio Art Quilt Associates 
2019 Forced to Flee exhibit
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143 MILLION MORE CLIMATE REFUGEES FROM LATIN 
AMERICA, SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA, AND SE ASIA BY 2050

Brookings Institution (n.d.) https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-climate-crisis-migration-and-refugees/

1/3 Acute-
flooding, forest 

fires after 
drought, 

hurricanes

2/3 Chronic -
slow onset:sea 

level rise, 
changed rain 

patterns, ocean 
acidification, loss of 

biodiversity,  air 
pollution, crop …

VIOLENCE, FAMINE, DESPERATION

• Guatemala- crop failures, hunger, starvation, 
much growth stunting

• Honduras- gangs control everything, you can’t 
even open a kiosk, killings

• Guerrero, Mx- violence, shootings, gangs/cartels 
control it all 

• El Salvador- Violence
• Women- husband abandoned us, we have 

nothing, I go to my family
• El Salvador- no jobs, no money

VENEZUELANS

• Political upheaval, economic collapse, scarcity, violence

• 4.5 million have left Venezuela, to Peru, Colombia, 
USA, EU 

• Many have multiple entry life-time tourist visas

• Venezuela had universal health coverage

• Many are well educated, professionals 

Long road, 
carrying 
children 
and little 
else
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TRAUMA ON THE JOURNEY

• Lack essentials
• clean water
• food 
• shelter 
• personal security 
• health care

• Cartels, coyotes and crime

• Family and community 
loss, no time to grieve

Crowding

Malnutrition

Sexual violence 

Injuries, foot infections

Uncertainty, chronic fear

Kidnapping, ransom

Trafficking
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DETENTION BY BORDER PATROL, ICE

• Family separations
• “Hieleras”
• Medications taken
• Detention>deportation
• Cartels big business

MSNBC, 2019

N Rudner, 2019
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NOW: WAIT IN MEXICO 

• “Migrant Protection Protocols”-MPP

Violation of 
• Refugee Act of 1980 
• Immigration and Nationality Act
• International law - 1951 Refugee 

Convention 
• 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of 

Refugees
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TRAUMA, VIOLENCE, ANXIETY, FEAR 

MSF  (Doctors without Borders) surveys of refugee patients Mexico)

• 40% fled from violence
• 44% had a family member 

murdered in past 2 years
• 68% experienced violence in 

transit
• 1/3 women sexually 

assaulted

• 56%  anxiety/stress

• 54%  anxiety/constant 
worry

• 48%  depression

• 18%  constant fear, phobia, 
feeling threatened

• 18%  sleeping problems

MSF (2017) Forced to flee Central America’s Northern Triangle: A neglected humanitarian crisis
20

CHILDREN

• Half or more of the world’s migrants
• Trauma before, during after

• 80% fleeing violence
• 60%  witnessed death or serious injury
• PTSD risks  high
• After migration- uncertainty, fear of deportation,  fear of 

parent deportation, chaotic living conditions, poverty, 
lack of social support networks

VIOLENCE OF UNCERTAINTY

• Immigration policies
• YEARS in LIMBO
• Changing rules
• Even naturalized citizens fearful

• Constant risk
• ICE in parking lots
• Raids 
• Is ICE in area of your clinic?
• Children: Will parents be home? 

• Compounded by trauma, PTSD

• 97%  children experienced 
trauma before departing home

• Trauma en route

• Family separation exacerbates 
trauma impact

• Struggle for food, housing

• Recommendations
• Ongoing assessment, screening for 

MH needs
• Trauma training for staff
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PROVIDE BEST CARE
• Make your care a safe zone

• Listen, be nonjudgmental “There by the grace of G*d go I” 

• Do not ask about immigration status

• Consider diverse family systems and living situations, crowding, 
strangers

• Patients may have PTSD, experienced violence. 

• Missing old ways, surviving

• May have had no previous care, no or all immunizations

• Diet adjustments, soda

BUILD ON ASSETS

Challenges

• low health literacy

• language

• educational needs

• distrust

• no previous health care

• immunologically naive

• unaccompanied minor

• Constant uncertainty, fear

Assets
• high levels of hope
• strong faith
• family cohesion
• strong work ethic
• community bonds
• “moxie and true grit”
• survivors
• Physically strong, no tobacco

24
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NURSE PRACTITIONER CARE-ARRIVALS

Immediate trauma needs
Infection risks-chicken 

pox, COVID, measles, 
influenza

Scabies
Parasites-ascariasis and 

trichuris-presumptive 
treatment albendazole 
400 mg x 1, nonpreg 
adults, children > 6 y.o

Anemia, Malnutrition
Fatigue 
Feet
UTI
Fear, grief
Adjusting to new “family”
PTSD
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CARE POST-ARRIVAL “RESETTLED”

• Constant fear

• Legal uncertainty

• Physiological immunity at risk

• Healthy distrust

• Crowded conditions, new 

“family”

• Impact US food

• No or full medical care

• Lack of clean water

• No fluoride or full fluoride

• Medications other names 

www.drugs.com/international
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CLINICAL CARE

• Immunizations
• Intestinal Parasites
• Mental Health
• Sexual, Reproductive Health
• Tuberculosis (TB)-sputum 

culture more sensitive
• May have had BCG
• http://www.bcgatlas.org/

• Viral Hepatitis

Preventive health guidance:
• Healthy foods
• food insecurity
• car seats, seatbelts
• frostbite prevention
• early care for problems

Resources
United Nations Commission on 
Refugees https://www.unhcr.org
CDC.gov/immigrantrefugeehealth
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PERINATAL HEALTH OF REFUGEES

• Based on Sweden registry data:

• Higher risk for 
• LBW
• Gestational diabetes
• Stillbirth
• Inadequate PNC
• Missed postpartum care

• Lack of contraception

• Rape
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WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION:
10 KEY POINTS ABOUT HEALTH OF REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS

1. The  health of refugees and migrants is important
2. The numbers of migrants are often overestimated
3. Labor migrants --largest group of migrants globally
4. Likely to be healthy in general
5. Lower risk for cancer, except cervical cancer
6. PTSD among refugees and asylum seekers 
7. Unaccompanied minors and women are especially 

vulnerable
8. Breakdown in health systems in the country of origin
9. Have challenges in accessing health care
10.Making health systems refugee- and migrant-friendly
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IS YOUR PRACTICE WELCOMING, SAFE? 

Be sure your setting provides appropriate care
• No SSN
• Interpretation services 
• Knowledgeable on care in the country of 

origin
• Address safety, food, housing, and other SDH
• Gender concordance, language materials
• genuine welcome
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YOU CAN…

Advocate for human rights. Be a modern day abolitionist
• Write op-ed on what you see,  immigration barriers, treatment of refugees
• Speak to friends and family, legislators
• Stop anti-immigrant talk everywhere.

• Support, Serve agencies supporting immigrants

• Be sure your setting provides appropriate care
• No SSN
• Interpretation services 
• Knowledgeable on care in the country of origin
• Address social issues-safety, food, housing
• Be  a safe place

CDC IMMIGRANT REFUGEE HEALTH PROFILES

Provide information on:
• Priority Health Conditions
• Background
• Population Movements
• Healthcare and Conditions 

Before Arrival
• Medical Screening of U.S.-

bound Refugees
• Post-arrival Medical Screening
• Health Information

Bhutanese  
Congolese  
Somali  
Burmese  
Iraqi  
Syrian  
Central American 
(Guatemalan, Honduran, 
Salvadoran) Minor  
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ON THE WALL AT REFUGEE SHELTER

Dear Friends
We thank G*d that we have arrived here, 
We came here, we said goodbye to our 
families. With tears. We think of the future 
of our children, of our families and it is for 
them we make this trip. We pray for those 
who are in immigraton and that we 
arrived and for the help at Casa Alitas. 

H. Jorge Enrique
Xo Jocub. chisec 

Alta, Verapaz. Gual
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Give me your tired, your poor, 
Your huddled masses yearning 
to breathe free, The wretched 
refuse of your teeming shore.

Send these, the homeless, 
tempest-tossed to me, I lift my 
lamp beside the golden door! 

The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Inc
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CASE:  PAINTER

• Jose, 45, painter

• Semi literate. No prior health care

• No papers

• Went to collect pay from a job 
and was viciously beaten

• Coughs up blood 

• Avoids health care for weeks until 
has severe SOB and pain

• ED admission

• Pulmonary emboli

• Found to have diabetes

• d/c rx: 
• Apixaban (anti-clotting)
• Long acting insulin
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You see him for post d/c follow up
• What are your next steps? 
• What is your treatment plan? 

CASE-REFERRALS
Your practice aligns with a community-based support program 
and has a good referral network.  You are concerned about  
Marcela’s cardiac status and refer her to a cardiologist at the 
health department who speaks her language but she does not 
keep the appointment.   Why? 

1. Non compliant

2. Just does not care

3. Fearful of the unknown provider

4. Fearful of being asked for an ID

5. Does not want to use public services

6. You have no idea
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CASE OF SUDDEN ONSET CHILLS…..

David, 15, has sudden onset chills, fever, aching joints, 
cough, and headache x 4 days.  He is tired, not very 
communicative and has a temp of 103 today.  His lips are 
dry. 

What do you need to know? What factors might you 
consider? What do you need to ask? 

Who else is sick? Who do you live with ? Have you ever been 
sick like this before? 
Consider living situation, immunological status, cultural 
norms. 
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